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Summary

Teacher-Students Models

Data Selection

Problem
• Not enough labeled dataset.
• Pitch labeling is extremely laborious and costly

Contribution
• We present the Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) methods for vocal melody 

extraction leveraging large-scale unlabeled music datasets. 
• We compare three setups of teacher-student models along with various audio 

data augmentation techniques. We show the model with the consistency 
regularization is most effective. 

• We investigate effective SSL strategies by exploring joint training, 
the size of unlabeled data, and the number of self-training iterations. 

https://github.com/keums/melodyExtraction_SSL
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à The student should produce consistent outputs that minimize the difference from the teacher even though the input is perturbed.  

Self-training in the teacher-student framework : 

1. The teacher model is first trained with 
labeled data 

2. The student model is trained with artificial 
labels generated from the teacher model 
using unlabeled data. 

3. We repeat the same pseudo labeling and the 
training with a new student model 

Fig2. Comparison with Noisy Students on varied sizes of unlabeled datasets. 
The subscript ‘v’ denotes a selected subset of FMA whose vocal ratio exceeds a threshold. 

Table1. Description of datasets. In FMA, the two numbers indicate tracks with vocal (the 
vocal ratio above 0.3). We use our own Singing Voice Detector to include only vocal songs.

à Effective SSL requires a large amount of unlabeled data with a similar distribution for labeled data.

Iterative Training

Fig1. Comparison with supervised-learning model and three student models on three test sets. 

Fig3. Effect of iteration training for Noisy Students 

à The performance continuously increases up to 2 iterations achieving the highest average OA

Comparison with State-of-the-Arts 

Table2. Vocal melody extraction results in terms of (RPA / OA) of the proposed and other 
methods on various test sets. (Baseline: supervised only)

Conclusion
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- This study provides a framework of semi-supervised learning using the teacher-student model for 
vocal melody extraction. 

- The Noisy Student model is the most effective and robust to real-world music.
- Large-scale unlabeled data is effective when they are properly selected. 
- Iterative training for the teacher-student model helps improve performance. 
- The effectiveness of the proposed method by evaluating it on artificial large-scale test data 

generated from automatically annotated multitrack data. 
- Our method can be extended to other MIR tasks that suffer from the lack of labeled data such as 

automatic music transcription and chord recognition. 

https://github.com/keums/melodyExtraction_SSL

